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Abstract
The trade in live pigs is an essential risk factor in the spread of animal diseases. Traders play a key
role in the trade network, as they are logistics hubs and responsible for large animal movements.
In order to implement targeted control measures in case of a disease outbreak, it is hence strongly
advisable to use information about the holding type in the pig production chain. However, in many
datasets the types of the producing farms or the fact whether the agent is a trader are unknown.
In this paper we introduce two indices that can be used to identify the position of a producing
farm in the pig production chain and more importantly, identify traders. This was realized partially
through a novel dynamic programming algorithm. Analyzing the pig trade network in Germany
from 2005 to 2007, we demonstrate that our algorithm is very sensitive in detecting traders. Since
the methodology can easily be applied to trade networks in other countries with similar infrastruc-
ture and legislation, we anticipate its use for augmenting the datasets in further network analyses
and targeting control measures. For further usage, we have developed an R package which can be
found in the supplementary material to this manuscript.
Keywords: German pork production, Animal movement, Traders, Complex network, Network
Analysis, Epidemiology
1. Introduction
The trade in live pigs is an essential risk factor in the spread of animal diseases. This is
particularly true for the dissemination of the classical swine fever (Bu¨ttner et al., 2013; Fe`vre et al.,
2006; Fritzemeier, 2000; Green et al., 2006; Ribbens et al., 2011) and also non-notifiable diseases
like salmonellosis (Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004) or brucellosis (Daz Aparicio, 2013). In particular5
in Germany, pork production is a very important economic factor (FMoFaA, 2017). Trade takes
place mainly between different agents that contribute to the production chain. These include
all different kinds of producing farms such as breeding/nursery/fattening farms, their mixtures,
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slaughterhouses and traders. The set of all involved holdings and their trade connections form a
complex trade network that can be thoroughly analyzed by Social Network Analysis (SNA) (Dube´10
et al., 2009; Mart´ınez-Lo´pez et al., 2009). This has already been performed for the German pig
trade by Bu¨ttner et al. (2013); Koher et al. (2016); Lentz et al. (2016, 2011) and also for the pig
trade in other countries by Bigras-Poulin et al. (2007); No¨remark et al. (2011); Rautureau et al.
(2012). In the afore mentioned approaches, the major focus was the ranking of the holdings, which
then can be used for optimized control strategies. These rankings can be determined efficiently15
through methods of network analysis.
The animal movement data typically used for network analyses are collected centrally in the
respective countries, and they differ in quality. In Germany, for instance, every single agent in the
pig production chain as well as trading partners are recorded. Although a classification about the
agents’ holdings types is available, it can be misleading, since the farm types are not standardized20
and moreover, multiple types can be given to each farm. As a result, in network analyses traders
might be classified as fattening farms despite the fact that they display strong varying patterns in
their trading behavior. However, in order to develop optimized control measures for the case of a
disease outbreak, it is strongly advisable to explicitly take the production type of each one of the
agents into consideration. A farm that is situated at the beginning of the production chain is for25
example little suited for being a sentinel for disease detection.
Apart from producing farms, traders play a key role in the trade network, because they often
solely liaise between the other pig holdings. Hence, they are involved in a large amount of pigs
moved and by being logistics hubs, traders can be crucial in the spread of infectious diseases. Apart
from that, when simulating outbreaks on a trade network, traders distort the outbreak dynamics in30
a severe manner. For this reasons, they have to be distinguished from producing hubs like fattening
farms.
The purpose of this study was to find a way of classifying the types of agents in a trade network
only through their trading behavior. It included the study of possible holding types, the display
of four different trading patterns, and the identification of the position (at the beginning, in the35
middle or at the end) of a holding within the production chain. With its help, datasets that do
not contain the information a priori can be augmented. The focus of our research lied on the
detection of traders due to their central role in the trade network. Hence, we developed criteria
which allowed us to distinguish between producing farms and traders by analyzing their trading
behavior. This was accomplished through a dynamic programming algorithm whose mathematical40
background and concept can be read in the supplementary material of this article. Our algorithm
has been implemented in R and is publicly available from the supplement of this manuscript. In
doing so, we achieved a classification of the holdings in the dataset regarding their type in the pig
production chain.
2. Materials and Methods45
2.1. Data
The dataset used was obtained from the German federal database for livestock movements, HIT
(StMELF, 2012). This data storage was established after the BSE crisis in Europe in 2001 to keep
record of all trading activities between holdings in Germany. With its help, potential pathways of
disease spreading through livestock trade can be detected.50
When a pig trade takes place, the receiving holding is obliged to enter the information of the
transaction into the HIT database within 14 days of purchase. Here and throughout the manuscript,
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with transactions we solely refer to animal movements between two holdings in contrast to financial
transactions. The record comprises information about the source and destination premises, the
number of pigs moved and the date of the transaction. The temporal resolution is 1 day, thus it is55
possible to have several records involving the same premises and the same date, meaning the same
day of transaction. Because the data is entered by the buyer, the dataset is lacking information
about animals moved abroad. Therefore, these records are not visible in our dataset.
The analyzed data covered the period from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2007. In total,
5,528,940 animal movement records involving 70,735 agents were identified. The terms premises,60
holdings and agents in the context of this manuscript refer to all contributers of the pig movement
network,e.g. pig producing units and traders. We only took premises into consideration with more
than 10 data records within the observation period; less activity would not suffice to classify the
holding. By doing so, we discarded 54,930 premises (43.7%), which were however involved in only
3.51% of all animal movements, representing 1% of the total traded pig volume (3,875,745 out of65
361,203,528 traded pigs).
It should be noted that the pig trade network is based on a production chain, which is displayed
schematically in Figure 1. The different stages within the production are determined through weight
limits of the pigs that are specific to each production step. Hence, in one transaction a group of
pigs that roughly have the same weight are being moved from one farm to another. In doing so,70
livestock can be traded between the holdings directly or by the help of a trader, which is indicated
by a T on the edges in Figure 1, which represent animal movements.
[Figure 1 about here.]
The different holding types of the production chain are not available in a sufficient quality for
further analyses on the trade network. Hence, the objective of this study was to infer the holding75
type for each of the premises by analyzing the corresponding trading behavior displayed in the data.
It is important to emphasize that we strove for a slightly looser classification than given in Figure 1.
This is reflected by the fact that we combined different holding types into one class, e.g. breeding
farms (B) were clustered together with breeding-like farms, which included breeding-nursery farms
(BR) among others. This also implies that we did not distinguish between fattening and nursery80
farms or a mixture of the two as they display the same trading structure.
In the pig trade network, the traders play a significant role since they are responsible for move-
ments of large numbers of pigs. Their task involves the logistics of pig transports between the pig
producing farms. In this paper, we introduce the reader to methods which allowed us to classify
traders and other holding types using the given data.85
In order to get a first impression of different trading behavioral patterns, we investigated the
cumulative trading volume over time for each of the premises, i.e. at time t = 0 the cumulative
number of traded pigs was 0 and depending on the respective trading transactions of a holding
(purchases or sales), the number of purchased/sold pigs was added/deducted. Examples of four
premises are displayed in Figure 2.90
[Figure 2 about here.]
Figure 2 a) shows a trading behavior which indicates a breeding farm. The considered holding
sold about 7,000 pigs within the observation period. Compared with the sales, the data show
only some small purchases (small spikes in the curve progression) from time to time, which can be
interpreted as purchases of replacement gilts.95
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In contrast, Figure 2 b) displays a trading behavior which is characterized through a highly
pronounced number of purchases. According to the data the premises did not sell any pigs, which
is why we assume that the trading behavior reflects a slaughterhouse.
Figure 2 c) shows a holding with an oscillating behavior of purchases and sales. This approximate
balance between purchases and sales signifies that purchased pigs are sold again after some time.100
Such a pattern is common for holdings which are located in the middle of the production chain, i.e.
nursery or fattening farms.
Figure 2 d) displays the trading behavior of a trader. It is characterized by the fact that after
a purchase, pigs were sold again within a very short period of time (two days). This is represented
by the very high frequency of peaks or vertical lines in the figure. Compared to fattening farms105
in Figure 2 c), the frequency of the peaks is much higher. It should be noted that the constant
increase of the cumulative volume in Figure 2 d) is presumably due to sales abroad, which were not
included in the data. And thus, despite the lack of data, we were still able to clearly attribute this
plot to a trader.
2.2. Criteria to distinguish between agent types110
We sought a classification of the holdings into groups with similar trading behavioral patterns
(see Figure 2). Given solely the animal movement data, we introduced two indicators: (1) the
Purchases-Sales-Balance, which gives information about the location of a holding within the pro-
duction chain, and (2) the Trader Index, which can be used to distinguish traders from fattening
farms.115
2.2.1. Purchase-Sales-Balance
Given the animal movement data, we denoted the total purchasing and sales trading volume of
a single agent over the whole period of the observation with P and S, respectively. We then defined





and refer to it as the Balance. The Balance corresponds to the net purchases of a holding throughout120
the entire period normalized by the total trading volume of this holding.
In principle, the Balance represents the ratio P/S between purchase and sales volume of an
agent. However, since this is unbounded and not symmetric, we chose Definition 1 to gain values
only between -1 and 1. If B = 0 holds for a holding, its purchasing volume and its sales volume
are equally balanced. A holding with B = −1 solely sales, whereas with B = 1, it exclusively125
purchases. In other words, the balance tells us whether an agent’s trading behavior was heavy on
purchase or sales volume, or was equally balanced, which can be interpreted as an agent lying at
the beginning, at the end or in the middle of the pig production chain respectively.
2.2.2. Trader Index
Traders and fattening farms usually resell all the pigs they have purchased and hence their130
Balance is similar and lies approximately at 0. This means that the Balance could not be used to
further distinguish between these two agent types. Therefore, we have developed a second quantity,
which is an index that deals with the trading frequency of a holding.
In contrast to fattening farms, who keep their pigs for a longer period on their site, traders
always sell their purchased animals shortly afterwards, because they solely convey the animals135
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in their transporter. According to the Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2005, the duration of a
national transport of pigs must not exceed 24 hours (European Union, 2004). Hence, the animals
are transported from the seller to the buyer either on the same day, or in case of an overnight
transport, at the latest on the following day. Looking at the trading behavior of a trader in Figure
2, this becomes graphically apparent by very small peaks or vertical lines. Each such peak represents140
a purchase followed immediately by a sale.
From our dataset, for each holding we knew the time and especially the pig volume of every
purchase and sale. In the following we consider a purchase to be prompt or sold promptly if it took
at most two days, namely the same day or the day after, to get all of its pigs sold again.
In order to classify a trader, we could have simply checked whether all of his purchases were sold145
promptly. However, the information given in our dataset did not allow us to discern in which precise
transaction a particular batch was purchased/sold. Hence, we could not infer directly when the same
batch was traded and moreover, if a purchase was sold promptly or not. In order to circumvent this
problem, we have developed a quantity with respect to a single agent which theoretically allowed us
to declare as many purchases as possible to be sold promptly on the basis of his trading behavior.150
This maximization ensured that the true number of prompt purchases was not underestimated and
thus, traders could be found with a high sensitivity, at the cost of a lower specificity. Nevertheless,
the accuracy was still affected by missing/false data and pig mortality. We addressed this issue
by considering agents that had a high number of prompt purchases as traders and not only those
where every purchase could be declared as prompt.155
In order to develop such a quantity, in the following we consider the trading behavior of an
arbitrary but fixed single farm. Let ` denote the number of purchases (number of transactions and
not the pig volume) of this farm. For each of these ` purchases we do not know from the dataset
whether they were sold promptly or not, meaning which of the batches were sold within two days of
purchase or whether they had been kept longer on the farm and were sold later. However, we can160
assume one theoretical possibility by considering a function f which indicates whether a purchase
indexed by {1, ..., l} is either sold promptly or not. That is, if the i-th purchase is sold promptly,
then f(i) = 1 , else f(i) = 0. From now on we refer to such a function as an assignment.
We can count the number of prompt purchases through f(1) + f(2) + . . . + f(`). To this end,





f(1) + f(2) + . . . + f(`)
)
.
The Trader Index is a relative number which expresses what fraction of purchases was sold
promptly, and therefore lies between 0 and 1. It allowed us to compare different agents, even if
they bought and sold at different scales, i.e. they had varying amounts of transactions.
Since prompt purchases are characteristic of a trader, we wanted to find as many as possible
using the incomplete information provided in the dataset. Therefore, in theory we had to consider170
all possible combinations of purchases being prompt or not in order to find the assignment that lead
to the maximum amount of prompt purchases and thus results in the largest value for its trader
index.
[Table 1 about here.]
However, when considering all possibilities, different assignments may vary in regard to their175
ability to explain the observed trading patterns. We did not want to consider assignments that
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theoretically existed but could not arise in practice. These assignments could be neglected by
means of the novel concept of validity. To be more precise, an assignment is called valid if the
amount of pigs sold by prompt purchases is not higher than visible in the data. It is to note that
here we allowed that a purchase could be split and sold in smaller portions, which was reasonable180
as the pigs were sold depending on their individual weight. An example will motivate this concept
further.
For illustration purposes, we now consider an An excerpt of an exemplary farms trading pattern
(Table 1). On day t, there are two purchases, indexed i and i + 1, with 2 and 6 pigs and a sales
volume of 3 pigs in total. On day t + 1, there is one purchase, i + 2, with 6 pigs and a sales185
volume of 5 in total. Furthermore, there are no purchases and sales on day t + 2. Considering all
different combinations of prompt and not prompt purchases, with 3 recorded purchases there exist
8 different assignments. However, according to the data, an assignment f can only be valid if it
assigns zero to the purchase i+ 2. This is because a holding is not able to sell 6 pigs on day t+ 1,
while there are only 5 sold pigs registered in the data. Since it is possible to split purchases, we can190
at most sell both purchases from day t without breaching the validity constraint: 2+6 ≤ 3+5. The
highest possible number of purchases that can be declared as prompt here is obviously 3, however,
by meeting the validity constraint we can reach at most 2.
When considering the full dataset, we have to consider the carry of day t1 as well in order
to ensure validity: If there was another prompt purchase on day t − 1 which had not been sold195
completely on day t − 1, then the remaining amount of pigs had to be sold on day t. By this, a
chosen assignment could become invalid. This shows that validity is a statement which incorporates
the whole dataset simultaneously. In the supplementary material we addressed this difficulty by
means of a recursive formulation of validity.





∣∣∣ f is a valid assignment }. (2)
Hence, I can be considered as the highest fraction of prompt purchases that can arise in practice.
Throughout this manuscript we will from now on refer to I as the Trader Index.
Finding I is an optimization problem, and because the number of possible assignments f is
2`, we require an efficient algorithm to be able to solve it. In B of the supplementary material,205
we describe an algorithm to compute I which is easy to implement and runs in polynomial time.
Complementary material A deals with the mathematical background of this approach, in which we
properly define what validity means, introduce a dynamical programming algorithm and prove its
correctness.
From the definition of I , we would expect that it separates traders with a high Trader Index210
from non-traders with a low Trader Index. At this point it should be noted that breeding farms
can also obtain high values for their trader indices: now and then they purchase a small amount of
breeding sows, but sell their piglets very frequently. In the data, such a purchase with a following
(piglets) sale can wrongly be interpreted to be a prompt purchase. However, we will address this
issue by means of the Balance, which will classify these agents as breeding farms. In contrast, a215
fattening farm is very unlikely to have a high Trader Index unless it trades extremely intensively.
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2.3. Classification by sight
Unfortunately only very little census data, which is also not specific enough, are currently
available for validating the placement of the thresholds. However, for the reason of evaluating the
algorithmic findings nonetheless, we applied a different method of classifying the farms which we220
will refer to as classifying by sight. As displayed in Figure 2, there are specific patterns in a trading
behavior of a farm which we took as a standard for each group. In a blind study, we took a sample
of 2,000 random holdings out of the dataset without knowing their algorithmic classification. To
each one of the 2,000 cumulative plots we tried to assign one of the four groups, namely breeding
farm, nursery farm, slaughterhouse, or trader, solely by their characteristics described in Section225
2.1. However, if a trading pattern of a farm did not match any of the described types or in case of
uncertainty, we labeled the plot as “unknown”.
We want to emphasize that absolutely no expert knowledge or background information of the
trading business in Germany was needed here in order to assign the according group to a cumulative
plot. The characteristics describing the feature of every group from Figure 2 were mainly very clearly230
visible and easy to spot. We supposed the sample size to be large enough as the relative proportion
of each group has reached an approximately steady value while increasing the number of holdings.
[Figure 3 about here.]
3. Results
Figure 3 a) displays the histogram of the Balance of the agents in our dataset. As expected,235
three modes could be identified. This justifies that the balance was a reasonable quantity to
fathom the position of an agent within the pig production chain, albeit not sufficient for a complete
classification: traders and fattening farms both got a Balance around 0.
Figure 3 b) shows the histogram of the Trader Index. As anticipated, I mainly divided the
agents into two classes: traders with a high Trader Index around 1, and non-traders with a lower240
Trader Index. Just like the Balance, the Trader Index alone was not sufficient for a complete
classification of holdings. To this end, the desired classification was gained by combining these two
quantities.
[Figure 4 about here.]
In Figure 4, a scatter plot of the Balance and the Trader Index is displayed. We could clearly245
identify four point clouds in the picture that are highlighted by different colors. Using certain
thresholds, we were able to categorize all agents of the dataset as follows:
• Breeding farms B = {Agents with B ≤ T1},
• Fattening farms F = {Agents with B ≥ T1,B ≤ T3 and I ≤ T2},
• Traders T = {Agents with B ≥ T1 and I ≥ T2},250
• Slaughterhouses S = {Agents with B ≥ T3 and I ≤ T2},
whereby we set the values of the thresholds to T1 = −0.5, T2 = 0.7 and T3 = 0.7. Our strategy
to derive these thresholds was based on an analysis of the trade between the four holding types
defined above. This is further discussed in C of the supplementary material.
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Our focus was to identify traders in the data, and hence the classification for the producing255
farms was assessed to be more loose than indicated by the class names. We refrained from further
distinction of the producing farms, which would include e.g. mixed holdings amongst others. In-
stead, their classification aimed at providing an indication of the location of the agents in the pig
production chain.
The analyzed dataset did not comprise any information concerning the holdings’ true classifi-260
cation. Yet, in order to review the meaningfulness of our thresholds and to verify our algorithmic
approach, we used the method of classification by sight. Neglecting the 174 holdings that were
categorized “unknown” (8.7%) by sight, we compared the results of the remaining 1,826 holdings
with the algorithmic classification.
[Table 2 about here.]265
In Table 2, a comparison of the results of the algorithmic approach and the classification by
sight is displayed. It became clear that when only considering the sample of the 1,826 holdings
as described above, the proportion of each type in both classification methods were approximately
the same. Whereas, the fractions of slaughterhouses was virtually the same, the proportions of the
other three group types differed only slightly. Regarding the whole dataset with all 70,735 agents,270
the algorithmic approach lead to a bit more varying proportions of the group sizes compared to the
results of the smaller, but assumingly truely classified subset. Notwithstanding, taking into account
that the whole dataset comprised wrong and missing data, the algorithmically inferred proportions
regarding all 70,735 agents was considerably close to the results of the subset.
Furthermore, by looking at the 1,826 holdings classified by sight, the algorithmic approach275
matched in 1,786 cases. This resulted in an overall sensitivity of the algorithmic approach (the
test’s ability to correctly detect the types as they were classified by sight) of 97.8%. Besides,
we achieved high sensitivity for the individual classes, meaning the portion of holdings that were
classified equally by both methods: for B : 97.9%,F : 98.3% and S : 97.8%. Analogously, the
specificity (the test’s ability to correctly reject plots for a specific group, that were classified by280
sight to belong to a different group): B : 96.2% and F : 88.8% and S : 99.0%.
The sample size with 12 traders identified by sight is too small to calculate these quantities for
the group of traders. However, since identifying traders was one of our major concerns, we took
a slightly different approach for validation. First we assumed that holdings with I ≤ 0.05 could
not be traders, because the Trader Index already returns the maximal relative number of promptly285
sold purchases which could be inferred from the data. Therefore, we concluded that with less than
5 % of promptly sold purchases the holding was unlikely to be a trader. Analogously, premises
with B ≤ −0.95 were breeding farms due to the fact that in contrast to sales we could see all
purchases in the data and nevertheless their sales prevailed by far. In total, there remained only
7,826 holdings that lied somewhere in the middle of the scatter plot in Figure 4.290
Out of these specified holdings we took a sample of randomly selected 1,000 premises, roughly
about 13%, and classified them in a blind study by sight either to be a trader or not as described in
Section 2.3. As a result we gained a sensitivity of 91.9% (68 out of 74) and a specificity of 95.9%.
4. Discussion
In this paper we analyzed the pig trade network in Germany in the timespan from 2005 to 2007.295
The observed data comprised information about trading activities, but no further information was
given about the varying trading agents themselves. However, knowing the position of a producing
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farm within the pig production chain and, more importantly, whether the agent is a trader, is of
great benefit when analyzing the underlying network. Hence, the objective of this manuscript was
to classify the agents in the trade network into one of the four types: breeding farms, fattening300
farms, slaughterhouses or traders.
Our major focus in this paper lied on classifying traders because they are only responsible for
the logistics and the transport of pigs. In case of an epidemic outbreak this can become a significant
risk factor: through a large number of traded pigs and a high frequency of transactions, traders
might distribute the disease to a wide range of different farms and hence multiply the number of305
outbreak sources.
Moreover, to balance supply and demand, traders can have several trading partners all across the
country and abroad. Trading over wide distances may result in a geographically larger distribution
of the disease, which makes it more difficult to minimize the outbreak. Therefore, being able to
identify traders in a network can lead to a deeper understanding of the trading structure, which310
helps to predict potential pathways of the disease spread and to minimize the outbreak.
Apart from being a risk factor, traders could also help indicating a structural change in the pig
trade network. If trading partners are not available due to imposed restrictions by the government
(e.g. culling of farms, trading restriction zones), traders might take their place and serve as tem-
porary trading partners during this transition period. Hence, they could be used to measure and315
comprehend such varying dynamics of the different pig producing farms.
For an automatic classification of the agents in the dataset with regard to their holding type,
we developed two indices: the Balance and the Trader Index, which are both based on the trading
activity of a single agent. Whereas the Balance clarifies the position within the pig production
chain, the newly developed Trader Index identifies agents with a very high frequency of selling320
shortly after buying.
Combining the two index numbers, we were able to assign a type to each of the holdings by
setting certain thresholds. Our method is based mainly on unsupervised learning because we were
lacking the true classification of the holdings in the dataset. Moreover, sufficient to-date public
census data was not available to compare our results to.325
Thus, for the purpose of verification we instead used the method of classification by sight.
Taking this as the true classification, our algorithmic approach led to very high values in all four
class types regarding sensitivity and specificity. In fact, out of a sample of 1,826 randomly chosen
agents almost 98% were classified correctly by our algorithm. This means that we were very precise
with assigning the right type of B,F ,S, T to a holding just by considering its trading behavior.330
Moreover, we were very successful in sorting out non-traders as indicated by the high specificity
value.
Here, the assessments gathered by classifications by sight were used as a reference and reliable
method in finding the true types of the holdings. In a blind study, randomly chosen cumulative plots
were analyzed regarding different characteristics that were typical for each class. These included335
the display of longterm trends in the cumulative trade volume, regular “up-and-down” variations
in the curve, and the appearance of spikes, which were vertical lines in the curve progression. With
only the help of these descriptions we were able to clearly identify 91.7% of the classified holdings.
The remaining 8.3% were too deficient for a sound assessment.
Following these observations, the algorithmic approach was developed to mark the occurrence340
of trade spikes (Trader Index) and to assign numbers to trends in the cumulative trading volume
(Balance). Here, we want to stress again that it would not make any difference whether the person
classifying by sight has insight on the algorithmic approach or not. However, as our results showed,
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the difference between the two methods came into place when considering the overall quality of the
data, which is rather poor. In contrast to using the algorithmic approach, by sight it was possible345
to handle wrong information such as a sudden purchase/sale of thousands of pigs at once, which
clearly affected the Balance. Further, missing information like the lack of purchases, e.g. due to
sales abroad (see Figure 2 d)) or the culling during an outbreak, or also structural changes in a
farm influenced the outcome of the index numbers.
It should be noted that due to the lack of reference data for the classification we have to make350
the strong assumption that the by sight classification gives the correct node type. Even though
this might not always be the case, classification by sight could in this case be considered a reliable
method to serve as a reference for the true classification as it neglected outliers and wrong data
and, as we have shown, was able to clearly identify most of the holdings. Thus, high sensitivity and
specificity values towards our reference, confirm the credibility of this algorithmic approach.355
Since our focus lied on detecting traders, our method did not distinguish explicitly between all
different kinds of holdings, for instance mixing types, as our groups were chosen more loosely and
group different types together. Nevertheless, for the producing farms our classification approach
provided further insight into the placement within the production chain.
A limitation of our method is to distinctly discriminate traders from very large fattening oper-360
ations. A single holding with multiple fattening barns can display similar structure to a trader as
it can have large volume and frequency of pig movements onto site, and large movements off-site.
Here, we want to point out that the pig trade in Germany is rather divided among several smaller
agents than carried out by monopolists. Hence, fattening farms with relatively many prompt pur-
chases are rather rare. Nevertheless, the threshold T3, which separates traders from fattening farms,365
was set such that it is in favor of traders. This means that we took into consideration that we might
have classified fattening farms as traders for the benefit of classifying traders correctly, which lead
to a high sensitivity in detecting traders at the cost of a low specificity. In terms of classifying
holdings only through their trading behavior, it might be sensible to group these two into the same
class. Notwithstanding, for a further investigation of the discrimination of the two classes, certainly370
more information in the dataset would be necessary. Here, sufficient public census data would be
of great benefit and would give rise to further research. In order to be able to classify an agent,
more than 10 transactions within the observation period had to be present in the dataset. Hence,
considering longer time periods might extent the classification to holdings that do not trade much.
The respective R package to calculate the index numbers of our method is publicly available in375
the supplementary material to this manuscript. An augmentation of a pig trade dataset with our
results can be of great use for future network analysis. Concerning the temporal evolution of the
node classification, it has been shown that the considered network remains relatively stable over
time (Lentz et al., 2016). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the nodes’ roles remain constant as
well. In addition, it would not make much sense, if for instance a farm changes from being a trader380
in one year to being a fattening farm in another year.
This leads to the conclusion that in combining the two indices, our method reached a promising
classification of the holdings in the pig production chain.
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Figure 1: Pig Production Chain displayed as a directed network. The node names represent B: breeding farm, R:
nursery farm, F: fattening farm, S: slaughterhouse and mixed holdings, i.e. BR: breeding/nursery farm, RF: nurs-
ery/fattening farm and BRF: breeding/nursery/fattening farm. The edges reflect livestock trade between holdings
where a T indicates that a trader could be involved in the pig movement process.
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Figure 2: Cumulative number of traded pigs over time for different holding types. Four trading behavioral patterns
could be identified which are characteristic for: a) breeding farm, b) slaughterhouse, c) fattening farm and d) trader.
In each plot the initial number of pigs on January 1, 2005 is set to 0.
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Figure 3: a) histogram of the Balance B . Three modes can clearly be identified at -1, 0 and 1 which represent
breeding farms, fattening farms and traders, and slaughterhouses respectively. b) histogram of the Trader Index I .
It shows, that the agents can be divided into two classes, namely traders and some breeding farms with a high Trader
Index and non-traders with a low Trader Index.
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Figure 4: Classification of the holdings with thresholds T1 = −0.5, T2 = 0.7 and T3 = 0.7. The colors indicate
breeding farms (red), fattening farms (yellow), slaughterhouses (grey) and traders (green).
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Day t Day t + 1 Day t + 2
Purchase Index i i + 1 i + 2 N/A
Purchase Volume 2 6 6 N/A
Sales Volume 3 5 0




1 1 0 Best valid
. . . . . . 1 Not valid
Table 1: An excerpt of an exemplary farms trading pattern and an illustration of validity. An assignment can only
be valid if it assigns zero to the purchase with index i+2. This is because its 6 pigs cannot be sold on the same or on
the very next day while only 5 pigs are available to sell according to the data. The green row marks the assignment
resulting in the highest number of valid prompt purchases, which can be reached by just looking at this extract.
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Classified algorithmically Classified by sight
abs No % abs No % abs No %
Type w.r.t 70,735 w.r.t 70,735 w.r.t 1,826 w.r.t 1,826 w.r.t 1,826 w.r.t 1,826
B 32,322 45.7 865 47.4 879 48.1
T 714 1.0 15 0.8 12 0.7
F 29,343 41.5 700 38.3 688 37.7
S 8,356 11.8 246 13.5 247 13.5
Table 2: Comparison of the results of the algorithmic classification with the classification by sight. Regarding the
sample of only 1,826 holdings, both classification methods gave approximately the same proportional sizes for each
holding type. Despite the false data, the proportions of the groups regarding the whole dataset and regarding the
selected sample of holdings vary only slightly.
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Introduction
This is the supplementary material to the paper ”Automatic classification of farms and traders in the pig
production chain” published in the Journal ”Preventive Veterinary Medicine”. The supplement also contains
an R package that computes the Balances and Trader Indices of the holdings in given trade data.
A: Mathematical concept of the trader index
We discuss the highest trader index under all valid assignments I as introduced in Chapter 2. We fix an
arbitrary premise with ` purchases. Let pi be the number of pigs of purchase i and Pt ⊆ {1, ..., `} the set of
purchases on day t. We further define the number of pigs sold on day t as st.
Consider assignments f : {1, ..., `} → {0, 1}, where f(i) = 1 respectively f(i) = 0 states that i is respec-
tively is not sold promptly. Our first aim is to develop a mathematical concept of validity for assignments.
Roughly speaking, an assignment is valid if we do not sell more pigs than we have purchased. Since an
assignment f makes statements only for prompt purchases, an i with f(i) = 1 means that the data allows
to sell pi pigs within two days. Otherwise f cannot be valid. Therefore, f(i)pi − st ≤ st+1 must apply if
the purchase i occurred on day t. Furthermore, this must also hold for all prompt purchases on day t, thus∑
i∈Pt f(i)pi − st ≤ st+1 must apply as well. Moreover, we also have to consider the carry from day t − 1,
i.e. the promptly purchased pigs from day t − 1 that are not sold on day t − 1 and hence must be sold on
day t.
Given an assignment f , we define the carry Cf (t) from day t recursively as follows





f(i) · pi + Cf (t− 1)− st
}
, t = 1, ..., n
where Cf (0) = 0. Cf (t) expresses the number of pigs that are not sold on day t and thus, have to be carried
over to day t + 1 and sold on that day . This definition exposes the recursive nature of validity and we are
now able to express the precise meaning of it.
Definition 1: An assignment f is called valid if Cf (t) ≤ st+1 for all t ∈ {1, ..., n}, where sn+1 = 0.
We now want to find an efficient algorithm to compute the highest trader index under all valid assignments
f . This is done through a dynamic programming algorithm by defining dynamic variables, that can be seen
as small subproblems which are solved recursively. Having solved all subproblems, a solution to the main
problem can be derived easily (Viterbi, 1967; Bellman, 1957).
Given a day t and a sales volume s we define G(t, s) ··= maxA⊆Pt
{
#A |∑i∈A pt ≤ s}. G(t, s) represents
the largest number of purchases that could be sold on day t if there was a sales volume of s available.
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where r0j = 0 for all j.
These dynamic variables represent our subproblems. Solving all of them recursively leads to I . This is
justified by the following theorem:
Theorem 1: I = 1` rn0
We will proof this theorem in Section A.1 following a small example:
Example 1:
The following table represents the trade of an artificial agent:
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
pi 1 6 4 8 1 2 3
st 5 3 7 4
With this we can compute the rtj ’s according to Equation (1), which is illustrated in the following table:
t
j
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1 1 2 2
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 4
4 5
This states that I equals 57 ≈ 0.714, which means that up to 71% of the purchases can be considered as
prompt without violating validity. Since this is a high number, we should regard this agent as a trader.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
First of all, we need two definitions that are inspired by the rtj .
Definition 2: A valid assignment f : {1, ..., `} → {0, 1}l is called (t, j)-valid if
Cf (t) ≤ j and k > t, i ∈ Pk implies f(i) = 0
Furthermore, a (t, j)-valid assignment f is called maximal (t, j)-valid if I h ≤ I f for all (t, j)-valid assignments
h.
(t, j)-valid assignments never declare purchases on days past t as prompt, and they are only allowed to
have a carry of at most j pigs that must be sold on day t + 1. An (n, 0)-valid assignment is valid and the
trader index of a maximal (n, 0)-valid assignment equals I . These definitions are closely connected to the
rtj ’s as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: rtj is the trader index of any maximal (t, j)-valid assignment.
Proof of Lemma 1. Since all maximal (t, j)-valid assignments have the same trader index, it is sufficient to
proof the claim for one maximal (t, j)-valid assignment. We perform a proof by induction with respect to
t = 1, ..., n. Therefore, let rt−1j be the trader index of a maximal (t − 1, j)-valid assignment and let f




i 6∈Pt f(i). Since f is maximal,∑
i∈Pt f(i) = G(t, st−Cf (t− 1) + j) must apply. Furthermore, since f is maximal, rt−1,Cf (t−1) =
∑
i 6∈Pt f(i)
applies by the induction hypothesis. Finally, we have to show that rt−1i + G(t, st − i + j) ≤ rt−1,Cf (t−1) +
G(t, st − Cf (t − 1) + j) for all i = 0, ..., st. However, this is also justified by the fact that f is maximal
(t, j)-valid.
With this, we also have a proof of Theorem 1.
2
Algorithm 1
1: function G(t, s) . Compute G(t, s)
2: list L={pt | t ∈ Pt} . L holds a list of volumes purchased on day t
3: sortAscending(L)
4: d = 0
5: for i = 1, ...,length(L) do . Iteration over the length of L
6: d = d+L[i]
7: if d > s then . Find the largest number of purchases with a volume of at most s






14: function computeI ( )
15: for j = 0, ..., s1 do
16: r0j = 0 . Declare r0j to be zero for all j
17: end for
18: for t = 1, ..., n do . Iteration over days
19: for j = 0, ..., st+1 do . Iteration over purchase volume from day t+ 1
20: r1j = 0
21: for i = 0, ..., st do . Iteration over purchase volume from day t
22: d=r0i+G(t, st − i+ j)
23: if d > rtj then . Find maximum according to Equation (1)




28: for j = 0, ..., st+1 do
29: r0j = r1j . Swap old values
30: end for
31: end for
32: return r10 . Return I
33: end function
B: An algorithm to compute the highest trader index
Now we develop an algorithm that computes rtj for t = 1, ..., n and j = 0, ..., st and derive its time and
space complexity. Having computed all rtj ’s we receive I from rn0 as stated in Theorem 1. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudocode of our algorithm.
G(t, s) has a time complexity of O(#Pt · log(#Pt)), which comes from the sorting in line 4. The space
complexity is O(#Pt). The function computeI has a time complexity of O(n · max{st}2 · max{#Pt} ·
log(max{#Pt})), which comes from the nested loops in 19, 20 and 22 and the calculation of G(s, t) in 23.
The space complexity is O(max{st}).
If we consider the trade as limited regarding the maximal sales volume and the maximal number of
purchases per day, then all the above complexities are at most linear in n. This means that our algorithm
scales well with very large datasets and should generally be applicable with moderate hardware in use.
C: Choosing the thresholds
In the paper, we introduced the Balance and the Trader Index to identify different trading patterns. By
means of these two indices we now turn our focus to the automatic classification of all agents given in our
dataset. In particular, we want to find suitable thresholds for the indices in order to define four groups which
are illustrated in a scatter plot of the two indices in Figure 1.
In order to choose suitable values for the thresholds we proceed in the following way: For threshold T1
we first consider the number of holdings in the class of breeding farms when shifting the threshold from -1
to 1 as displayed by the green line in Figure 2 a). It becomes apparent that we can observe an inflection
point at around -0.5. This describes a minimum of the growth rate of the number of breeding farms and
can be explained as follows: To the left of -0.5, the contribution to the cumulative number of breeding
farms decreases due to a declining number of fattening farms, while to the right of -0.5, the contribution
increases due to a rising number of fattening farms, traders and later slaughterhouses. Furthermore, since
breeding farms sell a small amount of replacement gilts to other breeding farms (within the same class), we
analogously considered the ratio of transactions between breeding farms with regard to all transactions in
the dataset while shifting the threshold (blue line). Again, we can clearly identify an increase of the curve
at around -0.5. Hence, it was reasonable to choose the inflection point to set the threshold T1 = −0.5.
For setting threshold T2, we consider the fraction of slaughterhouse sales with respect to all transactions
in the dataset (Figure 2 b). Since a slaughterhouse is located at the end of the pig production chain, the
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Figure 1: Classification of the holdings with thresholds T1 = −0.5, T2 = 0.7 and T3 = 0.7. The colors indicate breeding farms
(red), fattening farms (yellow), slaughterhouses (grey) and traders (green)
value for its sales fraction has to be chosen close to zero. By setting T2 = 0.7, we achieve a fraction of
slaughterhouse sales of only 0.68% as desired. It should be noted that we refrained from solely defining
holdings that only purchased pigs as slaughterhouses. Instead, our goal is to classify all farms with a similar
behavior, here heavy on sales, into one group.
The threshold T3 is to be set in such a way that it isolates the point cloud at the top in the center of the
scatter plot in Figure 1. In order to separate traders especially from fattening farms, we drew a histogram
(Figure 3) of only the green and the yellow area in the scatter plot. It would be sensible to set T3 = 0.6 as
the number of holdings seems to increase thereafter. However, as we denote traders to have a high number
of prompt purchases, we set the threshold a little higher, namely at T3 = 0.7.
Further justification of the specific choice of T3
We want to examine our threshold T3, which was chosen to be slightly more vague than the other two
thresholds. For this reason, we plotted an ROC plot in Figure 4 with the sample of size 1,000 which was
mentioned at the end of the results section in the paper. It illustrates the true positive rate against the
false positive rate at shifting threshold settings. It displays that when shifting the threshold T3 from 0 to 1,
we first observe sensitivity values of 1.0, as expected, with a decreasing false positive rate. Exactly at 0.7
(marked by the red cross), we reach a false positive rate of 0 with following significant drops in sensitivity.
Hence, this plot shows that setting T3 = 0.7 is low enough to include as many traders as possible while
impairing the true positive rate only very slightly.
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